






























Colours

Easy Care

Delicates



Easy Care

Delay Stain
+

Temp. Speed Function Select

Press 3 sec to set My Wash

Press 3 sec to Plus wash 

Silentdrive
INVERTER

Delay Stain
+

Temp. Speed Function Select

Press 3 sec to set My Wash
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Plus Wash
Plus Wash

Plus Wash



                     Programmes                                                               

Quick(Quick15')                          

Wool                              

Mix                          

                     Cotton                                 Hard-wearing textiles, heat-resistant textiles made of cotton or linen.

Wash synthetic articles, for example: shirts, coats, blending. 

While washing the knitting textiles, detergent quantity shall be 

reduced due to its loose string construction and easily forming 

bubbles.

Washing the baby’s clothes,  it can make the baby's wear cleaner  

and make the rinse performance better to protect the baby skin.

Specially for jeans.

Mixed load consisting of textiles made of cotton and synthetics.

Washing brightly colored clothes, it can protect the colors better .

To increase the washing effects, washing time is increased. 

As for few light dirty clothes, the default temperature of washing 

is cold.

Extra short programme approx, suitable for lightly soiled 

washing as a small amounts of laundry.

For delicate, washable textiles, e.g. made of silk, satin, synthetic  

fibres or blended fabrics.

Hand or machine-washable wool or richwool textiles.Especially 

gentle wash programme to prevent shrinkage, longer 

programme pauses (textiles rest in wash liquor).

Extra spin with selectable spin speed.

Extra rinse with spin.

Drain off the water.

Washing few and not very dirty clothes quickly. 

Cotton Eco                            

Spin Only                         

                 

Easy Care                            

Synthetic                        

Jeans              

Delicates                   

Hand Wash                   

Drain Only                         

Colours                         

Programmes are available according to the laundry type.

Programmes

Cut off the power supply , the kid’s protection is to be released.

 

•  Press the two button 3sec. also to be released the function. 

•  The “Child Lock” will lock all buttons except [ On/Off ].
•  
• The child lock will remain effective when the power is resumed for some models.

 

Caution!

OPERATIONSOPERATIONS

•   Reference to your product to select the programmes.

Note!
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